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FOREWORD
N.A.A. Accounting Practice Reports, of which this is the twelfth, have been
designed to organize and accelerate the exchange of information on accounting
practice. Each report is a summary of current practice in a limited area of accounting, so far as such practice is disclosed by descriptions of individual company practice, provided by N.A.A. members through their chapters. A list of
the individuals who contributed to the current report and the chapter through
which each contribution was submitted, will be found at the end of this report.
Previous reports in the series are listed inside of the back cover.
June, 1961
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INCIDENCE OF THE SPOILAGE PROBLEM
and effective participation by the accountant in the control of costs
A consequent
on in- process rejection of parts is disclosed in descriptions
CT IV E

written by N.A.A. authors on the topic of "What the Accountant Has Contributed to the Control of Waste and Spoilage." The 79 write -ups received include
a few in which authors treat the topic from the point of view of efficiency of
operations generally, some which serve principally to encourage the accountant
to relate his function closely to his company's operations, and several which
afford glimpses of waste measurement in process industries. However, these
serve the present report chiefly as background. Contents of these pages is
derived mainly from the largest group of descriptions. They present and illustrate from experience the considerable assistance in spoilage control which alert,
resourceful and diplomatic participation by accountants can provide in fulfillment
of their central position in data processing.
In a number of these directly relevant portrayals, the accountant is shown as
working from budget variance or other data on a "free lance" basis drawing the
information to the attention of shop personnel. These descriptions, too, serve
here as background, though of an immediate kind. The body of practice offered
in this report is included in twenty -three descriptions remarkable both for the
similar nature of procedures set forth and for variations within these procedures,
depending upon the emphasis which seems to promise most effective control of
spoilage in each company's situation.
Disclosures Made
The experiences which the authors of this central group of descriptions recite are uniformly concrete. Minor emphasis is on costing, physical control
or book recording of reject data. Major emphasis is on its collection at inspection points and its reporting for further consideration. In the aggregate, this
group of descriptions pictures a method somewhat more comprehensive than
most of the individual cases. As set forth in succeeding sections of this report,
they will be found to be revealing in the following directions:
1.

The commonly recognized causes of spoilage.

2.

The prominent and frequently essential role in which the accountant
finds himself in connection with spoilage control.

3. A basic routine for collecting data as to rejected product.
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4. How this information is shaped and fed back to operations for
control.
5. The facilitating role played by tabulating equipment in rendering
spoilage control systems timely and informative.
6. Glimpses of utilization of the information.
7.

Limited indication of the use of spoilage data to underlie book entries and to assist in reconciling stock balances and production
quantities.

8. Instances of results achieved in reducing the cost impact of spoiled
work.
Significant as this distinct, if compact, body of practice may be in witnessing to a consistency of approach in a group of manufacturing companies of
assorted size, industry and location, it is important to draw attention to the
limitations of the experience as a sample. The descriptions came into being
and derived their contents from each author's choice to write on the topic and
his idea as to what is meaningful in his company's practice, not because inquiry was addressed to a particular group of companies, as might be the case
in a study of the survey type. It may be noted that the group of descriptions
on which this report chiefly relies for its "specifics" covers companies in which
machining operations are the main proximate source of spoiled product. Relatively few descriptions deal with companies in processing industries and, in
those which do, only the isolated instance affords an over -all or a rounded picture.
Briefly, basic means are described for controlling costs of operating spoilage
occurring on the production floor. The engineering process of inspection occasions the initial information, which is developed for maximum usefulness
to production and staff departments and to management. This is done by its
being processed, presented and sometimes "followed" by accounting personnel.
The processed information may be made available in quantities or dollars, pre;
sented for portions —days or weeks —of the interim period or for the whole, and
offered to individuals or to groups in staff operations.
But this is accomplished without assumption of prerogatives of others. The
accountant does not inspect, decide on disposition of material, recommend remedies for faults of operations or operators, nor usurps the direction of inquiry.
He establishes, or assists in establishing, reject reporting routines including
cause identification, co- operatively devises details and summaries of results,
points out the ups and downs, and shares in the concern, which such actions
develop, that the problem of spoilage received adequate notice.
4
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The Spoilage Problem Claims Attention
As reflected in experience reported in the descriptions, companies may be
inspired to better their knowledge of scrap losses because present procedures
do disclose a broad measurement of this cost or because of entire absence
of even rudimentary knowledge. Existing measurement may all at once impress as revealing a so far unmanaged cost; absence of a measurement may
cause a company, hard - pressed to maintain profits, to view the possibility that
spoilage is contributing to this circumstance. One company, a producer of
specialty steel items, found itself in the former situation. In the words of the
author of the related description, "standard allowances in product cost buildups serve only to attempt an approximation of what operational losses are
thought to be." The second situation is represented by a company making film
processing equipment. After commenting that, "scrap is often the scourge of a
manufacturing concern because it is considered necessary and uncontrollable,"
the description author confesses that the management of his company "suddenly realized that scrap and rework —basic increments of cost in our manufacturing operation —were unknown quantities."
A key word comprehending many of the specific incentives to improved
data processing in the scrap area is afforded by the experience of still another
company — "change." The author points out that in many companies today
customer requirements, product -line revisions and packaging requirements put
manufacturing methods in continuous "evolution," creating additional waste and
spoilage "along with the normal loss." Reasons like these make the topic
of spoilage control a live one in the view of a different author who believes
that "the way we view waste today is roughly the way we viewed direct labor
forty -five years ago," and offers a reminder of the "amazing reduction in direct labor cost per production unit during that period of time."

CLASSIFYING SPOILAGE
background for the procedures through which ,spoilage is found and
reported is afforded by a look at spoilage types recognized in the descriptions. It should be kept in mind that disentanglement of three considerations —
where spoilage is found, its cause, and the responsibility for it —is a more difficult matter, worked out by each company to satisfy its own needs. The extent
to which these three "source" elements are in fact distinguished varies widely,
as will be apparent in succeeding sections of the present report, devoted to the
chain of events from occurrence of spoiled work to its reporting, and application
of remedies.

H
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Identification of spoilage in the shop and designation of type are recognized
as engineering matters, with attribution of origin, cause, and "blame" likewise
recognized as questions of fact for joint ascertainment by inspection and
production personnel. On the other hand, establishment of spoilage classifications for data processing is a matter shared by accountants for a number of
reasons. The less important, though significant, are that such classification involves the amount of detail which can be handled by the accounting system,
processed promptly, costed conveniently and summarized for the records. The
following comments are pertinent:
"The accountant's role is crucial in the degree of refinement wanted
and needed in the classifications of scrap source. A number of classifications adequate to permit realistic identification of source is essential; too few results in too many cases falling into a gray area. Too
many will create a system unnecessarily expensive to operate and which
may become ineffective through voluminous proportions of reports."
These words suggest the more important reason for accounting participation
in scrap classification — effective reporting is involved. The goal is to provide
production personnel, production staff and management with spoilage information specific enough to be usable and not so extensive as to cancel this quality.
It is, therefore, not surprising to find that one company, a manufacturer of
machined swivel joints, followed an approach to the setting up of a system
for spoilage control which included a study resulting in the list of spoilage
causes and sources shown below:
Causes
1. Ma c h i n i n g or ope ra t or error.

Sources
1. At

2. Defective material.
3. Engineering changes.
4. New product development
with related problems.
5. Engineering design and tolerance restrictions.
6. Overzealous inspection.

the receiving dock —ma -

terial from suppliers.
In machine departments during line inspections.
3. On final inspection prior to
transfer to finished stock.
4. While assembling and test ing units for shipment.
2.

It was from this bird's eye view of "where found" and "why found" that
the company proceeded to construct its control system. In many instances, it is
apparent from the descriptions, collection of rejects becomes most detailed in
respect of cause Item No. 1 above —which sometimes provides the full extent
of the information developed —with the result that subclassifications of shop
spoilage are made to supply significant subdivisions through which the reN.A.A. BULLETIN

ported information can be traced to the circumstances it reflects. Two such
lists, given below, show basic cause identifications, which are often carried
through to the more detailed among the reports to operating supervision:
Steel Specialties

Cobbles
Excessive side strip
Overage
Order cancellations and suspensions

Chemistry
External defects
Size and shape
Metallurgical - physical

Metal Working

Bored or reamed oversize
Machined undersize
Mutilated or damaged in
handling
Defective welding

Drill or tap defective
Miscellaneous
Supplier defect
Other plant defect

Inspection of the above lists reveals the difficulty that is ultimately faced
in assigning responsibility. It is simplest to describe the faults found by the

CAU S ES OF S P O I LA GE OR RE WOR K*
F ou nd ry ( s poi l a ge cau s e s )
Melt ing
Col d met al
S l a g ( n ot s k i m m e d )
Dirt ( failed to rise)
E t c.

Core- making

Moulding

R a m m i n g (t oo hard )
Venting
Broke n core s
Etc.

R a m m i n g ( h a rd , so ft ,
w e t o r ve n t i n g)
P oo r dr aft ( ga t e d w or k)
P o r o s i t y (gas holes)
Faci ng or san d m i x tu re
Etc.

Machine Shop
S po i l a ge C au s e s
I m pr o pe r d ri l l i ng, mi l l i ng
plani ng or ot he r mac hi ne
ope rations
Broken in handling
I n c o r r e c t m a c h i n e se t - u p
Etc.

Re - work Cau ses
E x c e s s s t o ck on c as t i n gs
Hard m at e r i al
C o r e wi r e s f u s e d t o cas t i ng, not
re move d
M a c h i n i n g e r r o r s (t urni ng, bori ng,
t h r e a d i n g , e t c. )
De f e ct i n g b a b b it i n g
As s e m b l y e r r o r s
Etc.

* Pump manufacturer

EXHIBIT 1
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inspector and this function would appear to be appropriately provided for by
the captions shown. It is also apparent from items on the lists, but not as
clearly, that particular operations are involved. Location at which spoilage
was found is not always revealed by these captions, and responsibility —which
may be related to operator, operation, machine, material, or other factor —is
even less apparent. These deficiencies may be made up for by supplementary
information required of inspectors as they create the basic record of spoilage.
The procedures ordinarily call for departmental and operation coding on the
form used. The detailed information which this may supply is indicated by
an abbreviated listing shown in Exhibit 1. This listing is also informative
as to possible classifications of foundry and machine shop spoilage, areas common to many companies.

THE ACCOUNTANT AND THE CONTROL SYSTEM
of collecting and reporting spoilage data set forth in the descriptions
T offer in themselves
the best portrayal of the accountant's part in this atHE WAYS

tack on what is acknowledged to be, frequently, a hidden cost. It is perhaps
significant that these implicit expositions of the accountant's role are often
not accompanied by explicit comments upon it. Where spoilage reporting is
well - developed, the accountant appears to stand at the midpoint of the process,
with much to suggest about how the quantitative information shall be collected
upon incurrence of spoilage, still more to say about how it shall be converted
into usable information, and occasioning no surprise because he is interested
that the result shall be effectively employed. It is probable that companies exist
in which the presence of spoilage is known to the accountant only as a suspected
cause of increases in unit costs of material and particular operations, or when
scrap proceeds must be credited in the accounts. Such a situation is not, however,
presented in the descriptions.
Nevertheless, the consciousness of the accountant that, because he is neither
production line nor production staff, his activities in production matters must
either observe boundaries or have justification for overstepping them, is reflected in the write -ups. The extremes are expressed —that his function is limited to applying dollar signs to quantity data and that it is within his function
to pick up the telephone to alert producing departments to adverse trends
which the data discloses. He is also urged to stay out of the shop, and to get into
it often, even to the extent of locating his desk there. These viewpoints mirror
individual situations.
8
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More typical is the succinct but somewhat indefinite comment of one author
that the "problem of controlling lost and rejected material evolves into the
manufacturing accounting department." This ''evolution" suggests a widely
held belief that the action of the accounting department in matters of scrap
may be important but lies within confines of a certain passivity. The "goal"
of the cost accountant has been reached in one case when "reports have been
devised to account quantitatively and monetarily for scrap and to indicate
to the several levels of management the losses suffered." Or, as in another
description:
"Without direct contact with production centers where major waste
and spoilage losses occur, he (the accountant) can establish procedures
and methods of pinpointing specific areas where remedial action is
indicated."
But the writers of these two descriptions rate the accountant as "coordinator"
and ''leader," respectively, of the scrap program. To still another author, he
"holds the key to the adequate control of defective work "; to a fourth, he
"keeps the team rolling." The team and the teamwork involved find indication as follows:
"Although it takes men of experience in the fields of engineering,
manufacturing and quality control to actually determine and eliminate
the causes of defective labor, they would have a very difficult task in
deciding where to concentrate their efforts were it not for the reports
furnished by accounting."
In short, the accountant is on the curve of an information arc on which are
also inspectors, engineers, operators, foremen, superintendents, and production
control and purchasing staffs, with general plant management interested to know
that the information is being developed and used, as well as (at intervals)
what it indicates. Also, it seems to happen, at least as often as not, that,
when the system does not provide the information needed, management asks
the accounting department to improve it. The chief cost accountant of one
company reported upon "was appointed chairman of a committee which was
assigned the job of recommending a program for waste and spoilage control."
In a different case:
"Our cost accounting department was given the assignment of setting up a system of scrap and salvage reporting which would not only
furnish the traditional statistical information but which would also present this information 'with a kick in it,' i. e., in a manner which would
provoke interest and action at the level where concrete remedies could
be applied."
J U N E , 1961
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Similar moves made in other companies were disclosed by the descriptions,
including specification in two instances that the spoilage ticket used by the
inspectors be of cost accounting design. The logical —apart from procedural —
basis for accounting concern with spoilage was expressed briefly but broadly
by an author as follows:
"Because cost accounting is concerned with true production costs, the
problem of separating waste and spoilage costs is a cost accounting
problem. And the fixing of responsibility for waste and spoilage is a
natural by- product of this isolation of the attendant cost."
Profile of a System
What is this procedure in which the accountant is teamed with his production partners? The next two sections of the present report deal with the two
main components of a system: the spoilage ticket and the reports into which
the information is processed. Given in the paragraphs below is a simple characterization of the composite routine conjured up by the twenty -three descriptions already identified as embodying it. The particular How in which this
routine shows in Exhibit 2 is as nearly representative as any provided with
the writeups.
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The discovery of scrap upon inspection is the occasion for making out a
manifold form, copies of which in daily batches alert the operating departments
involved, the production control staff, the accountant and possibly others, with
one copy remaining to earmark the questioned work. This work may or may
not be removed to special plant areas. The disposition decisions, although usually
prompt, may not be instantaneous. Customarily, they require reinspection of the
rejection by qualified personnel. Meanwhile the distributed copies of the
form keep the functions concerned on notice. Decision to scrap or rework
is usually accompanied by actions that enable these copies to be "cleared"
which, in the case of the accounting department, means clearance for classification or costing either as scrap or rework (these latter costs as they are subsequently reported).
This costing and the ensuing summarization are worked through processing
the spoilage tickets, or cards to which the information in the tickets is transferred. Tabulating equipment is very often used. Coded product and operating
designations applied by inspectors render the tickets or cards susceptible of detail or grouped listings in quantities and /or as costed, by daily, weekly or
monthly periods in report formats devised for distribution to points of control.
The same data may serve for journal entry support and to substantiate spoilage
expense or variance figures on regular budget reports.

SOURCE DAT A - THE REJECT TICKET
a wide variety of names, e. g., Rejection Notice, Inspection and ReC jectionbyReport,
Scrap and Reclamation Report, etc., the form made out by
ALLED

inspectors to record diversion of substandard product from operations, is the
cornerstone of the typical spoilage - control system. The information which is
placed upon this form serves to substantiate the act of rejection and to identify
the rejected material. Under the procedures described, it also includes information for two other purposes. These are to underlie prompt action on the disposition of spoiled work and to provide for useful listing or summarization in
order to feed back to operating personnel the facts which can be applied
to control of this cost. In short, the reject ticket in its developed usage is not
just a tag to be affixed to parts processed out of tolerance but an action -andcontrol medium of considerable significance.
Contents
Of the twenty three descriptions presenting the details of spoilage control
J U NE , 1961
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INSPECTION DEPARTMENT - REJECT REPORT
N0 . R
De pa r t me n t
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EXHIBIT 3
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o n e with the related desc ript ion.

W h i l e basically simila r, the tickets vary in

The three tickets shown as exhibits make this variety generally
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apparent. The Inspection Department— Reject Report (Exhibit 3) demonstrates simplicity, although it fully supports the procedure it implements. The
Inspection Hold Order (Exhibit 4) is somewhat more elaborate as a form and
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SCRAP TICKET
KENT PLASTMS COAT
CAUSE OF SCRAP
OUST. NO.

�
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da ta en t er e d at l eft , plus a co l u mn f or c a u s e code.
EXHIBIT 5

provides for insertion of cost data, an exceptional practice on the ticket itself.
The Scrap Ticket (Exhibit 5) is a tabulating card and this, too, is exceptional,
as tabulation more usually makes its appearance at the next stage of the routine.
However, these three tickets suggest most of the features included in any of the
forms.
It goes virtually without saying that inclusion of part number, quantity or
parts rejected (or weight in a few cases) and indication of defect are standard
data on the ticket. The greater number of tickets include a blank space for
writing out the defect found. The only one which lists causes is that shown
in Exhibit 5, although two others provide for inserting a code number for cause
identification. Less uniformity, in this set of practices, is shown in respect
of information as to the point at which the spoilage appeared and assignment
of responsibility for it. "Last operation" is required data on two - thirds of the
forms described, with departmental or machine "where found" information
substituting for this in most of the others. Absence of provision for these items
is made up for in responsibility designation specfied in 15 out of the 21 forms.
In this critical matter, the most frequent definite attribution of responsibility
on the ticket is to "department" or "cost center" with "operator" identification
next and "vendor" appearing twice. All of the foregoing information is releJU NE , 1961
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vant for shop identification and most of it supplies information —part, operation, machine, operator, department etc.,—on which to sort for reporting purposes.
The shop use of the scrap ticket is ordinarily to decide what to do with the
material which has been spoiled. Apparently this does not always require record
on the ticket of the alternative chosen, but in the more developed procedures,
this is done, and the selection of a course of action also affects later summary
(and costing) of the tickets. Sometimes a blank appears on the form for description of disposition. In six cases the alternatives are shown, with blocks
to be checked, e. g., whether, as in Exhibit 4, to use the material after all, rework it, scrap it, or return it to the vendor. Although the rejection ticket ordinarily requires signature only by the inspector who makes it out, there are a
few instances in which foreman acquiescence is indicated by his signature.
Distribution
The action which this basic document sparks is framed by its distribution in
daily batches. Almost always a manifold form, up to six copies, and frequently
pre- numbered to be more readily accounted for, customary initial distribution
is indicated by the following instances:
Distributed to

6 copier

Inspection

5

copier

a

b c

V V

4 copies
a

b

3 copier

c

d

N/

V V V V

V

V V

Prod. Control

N/

Process

1/

v

Production

v

V V V

V

v

N/

v

Foreman

v

Superintendent

V

Operator
Rework Center

Accounting

V
V
V

V

_V/

N/

V

v

Left with Work

1/

Payroll
Cost Dept.
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Scrutiny of the above instances induces the conclusion that, without exception, the inspector or his department retains a copy of the ticket and that, almost without exception, copies are (1 ) supplied to the appropriate department
foreman and (2) left with the defective work to assist in keeping track of it.
There is a general implication, borne out by procedures given, that a copy of
the ticket goes to the production staff. This is used as a tickler to make sure that
the inspector and foreman (or other parties) confirm the spoilage jointly and
decide what to do about the particular parts.
Finally, it is apparent that the information which the reject ticket bears goes
to the accountant in the form of a copy distributed to a unit of the department.
In the two instances in the table where this does not appear to be so, the inspector's copy makes a trip through the accounting department, in one case,
and, in the other, the accountant works from a tag listing, such as he himself
more usually prepares, sent him by the inspection (quality control, in this case)
department. The accountant thus has in his hands the results of a day's determination, agreement and action in scrap matters, information which is susceptible
of being costed, whether or not the ticket provides spaces for that information. The information can be useful also, especially when tickets are prenumbered, to check on disposition of scrap (return to process, stores, or sold)
and is used to make certain, when the disposition is rework, that the costs are
accumulated as such.
How this daily shop drama may work is illustrated by the following condensation from the description which relates to the 6 -copy ticket reflected in
the first data column of the table:
"For rework, the inspector completes the six -part hold order (reject
ticket) assigning a rework number and, depending upon the complexity of the part, may obtain concurrence of the engineering and /or production departments.
"The original of the hold order is filed by part number in an open
file in the inspection department. The second and sixth copies —the
latter is attached to the materials— accompany the parts through the
shop and serve as completion notices to the production control and cost
departments, respectively. The third is cost accounting's and constitutes authorization to accept charges to the rework number as they
come through. The fourth copy is the foreman's until he has noted on
the reverse how he plans to avoid this spoilage in the future, after
which it goes to the chief inspector and is filed with the inspection
original. The fifth copy of the ticket is for production control where
it is held to await the second copy, as noted above.
"In brief, the foremen's, process and material tag copies, after
they have performed their functions, are paired against the other three
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copies already held by the inspection, cost and production control departments.
"When the hold order issued calls for scrapping the work, a comparable procedure is followed in which the second copy is a move instead of process ticket, and the fourth (foremen's explanation copy)
may go from the chief inspector to the purchasing department if faulty
vendor materials are involved, the sixth being the parts tag as before.
The original, third and fifth copies are for inspection, cost and production control, as in the case of rework, to await completion of the action indicated."
The daily receipt of reject tickets in the accounting department, where they
may be summarized for quantities or costed for scrap (re -work cost will come
later), may be said to start the reporting phase of spoilage control, in which
the accountant's part is greatest. Only a few companies appear to use tabulating cards as reject tickets, but others process the manual tickets by punching
and tabulating spoilage cards at that point. Manual tabulation is also employed.
This summary should not pass on to the topic of reports without noting that
the tickets themselves in their daily use sometimes have the effect of reports.
It is observed in several instances that they are "reviewed" by foremen or others.
The usefulness of this review is expressed as follows in one description:
"Individual scrap tickets are routed through the operating superintendents. The daily documents are not too numerous and are individually reviewed. These daily reviews have prompted the superintendents
to ask for help from the industrial and design engineers as soon as
layout or design problems arise."

DETAILED AND SUMMARY REPORTING
23 descriptions providing the procedural detail of spoilage
T control routinesofstresses
effective reporting as the climax of these routines
HE CO R E G RO U P

and as the accountant's major contribution to the action which should follow.
Reports give back to operating management an orderly and complete picture
of what is otherwise known only in the rough or fragmentarily. These reports
may be lists, classifications, or summaries. They may be in quantities, dollars
or both. They are submitted daily or weekly in a small group of instances
and at monthly intervals in almost all. They are directed to foreman and shop
staff, who are in a position to make immediate use of the data; there are also
presentations to plant management, on one hand, and reports directed to individual operators on the other.
In all of these matters, the practices prescribed differ markedly, especially
16
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in the manner and extent of attribution of responsbility for scrap. These indications run from inferential —or even virtual absence of indication —to clear
cut assessment of fault. Additional observations on this important matter can
be added following consideration of the reports themselves. It may be noted
at this point that responsibility data may take the forms of spoilage information classified on the report as to departments, cost centers, parts, operations,
operators, machines and vendors, and sometimes against a background of responsibilities lying with the functions of product design and inspection standards.
Report format is usually not complex. Detailed lists of items and quantities may have columnar interpretation by way of comparisons, percentages, etc.,
or they may be summaries with corresponding condensation and classification
of data. Broadly speaking, the greater emphasis is on disclosure of detail as
to what was spoiled and why. Quantitative information prevails but not to the
exclusion of values, especially in monthly reports. Tabulating equipment is
very frequently the key to convenient and adequate classification - sorting of
the detail, not only in the few instances noted in which a punched card is
used for a reject ticket but more often as the medium of converting manually
entered tickets. As with the tickets, the reports themselves are only occasionally
tabulating lists or summaries.
The presence or absence of data processing equipment does not seem to
determine how often reports are issued. Production of the handful of daily
reports described in the write -ups and the slightly more numerous weekly
reports does appear to benefit from this equipment but there are quite a few
instances in which the daily batches of reject tickets are punched and accumulated for monthly reports only. Discussion and illustration of the spoilage reports is given in the following pages by frequency of issue. The less -thanmonthly reports, despite the fact that they are not numerous, are such as to
engage interest and are usually related to the monthly reports which succeed
them.
Daily Reports
Of the five cases set forth by authors of the descriptions in which a daily
spoilage report is issued, one serves particularly well as a link with the reject
ticket procedure which has been described. In this instance, the ticket is made
out in one copy only and sent to the accounting department, which issues a
report fulfilling some of the usual work of the manifold copies of the tickets,
J U N E , 1961
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as well as the function of reporting spoilage on an immediate basis. The author
of the description writes:
"This report groups items according to whether they are machining
errors, defective material, or receiving dock rejections, and each item includes the reason and responsibility for the rejection. The report is
a ruled form on vellum paper and copies are reproduced for the plant
superintendent, shop supervisor and the heads of engineering, purchasing and production control departments. Each of these departments is
thus notified of scrap or spoilage each day. Production supervisors
have been alerted by the inspection itself, but the production control
department must take steps to replace critical items and the purchasing department must return material to suppliers for credit."
The nature of the above report is a detail listing of scrap items and this seems
to be the nature of all of the daily reports and some of the weekly ones. The
listing may be classified, as in this instance, or arranged by production group
in part number order as in Exhibit 6, the only daily report form submitted
with the descriptions. In the other three such reports mentioned: (1) the
tickets" are "sorted into department order for listing on an imprinted scrap
form, ( 2 ) there is a "daily listing of parts diverted from production" and (3)
a "tag list" is issued (by the quality control department in this sole case). A
scrutiny of the column headings of Exhibit 6 discloses that it is possible for
responsibility and cause (by code in the form shown) to be included in the
information.
It is practicable also, as the descriptions testify, for cost information to appear on daily reports. The report already described as serving to supply spoilage notification as well as control information is "reproduced" on a slightly
delayed basis from the "completed" vellum on which "material and labor
costs have been applied to all rejected items,'' and it is then re- distributed. In
Daily Scrap R ep o rt

Gro up Re s p o n s ib le

P a r t Nu m b er

Last Op era tio n
Performed

Op eratio n
R esp o n sib le

Code

Qu an t it y

4272
4272
4272

50 97
50 97
5136 1

10
10
31

31
31
32

1
3
1

13
1
8

4272
4272
4272

5695
5725
5725

10
10
31

31
31
32

3
1
1

77
2
1

32 2

EXHIBIT 6
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a second instance, punched card rejection tickets are merged with a standard
cost deck "and passed through an I.B.M. 602 calculator to multiply quantity
times cost through the last operation performed and establish a dollar value
on the parts scrapped yesterday." A value for each part appears on the daily
report.
Expressions of enthusiasm attend recital of use of the device of daily reporting. Exhibit 6 is posted by foremen so that their men may be familiar with
scrap results. Encomiums which description authors apply to the effects of other
daily media are that they "provide timely analysis and permit preventive steps,"
"keep the foreman aware of which jobs cause greatest costs," are particularly
useful for "pinpointing responsibility'' and are "effective in reducing waste
and spoilage and in preventing related material from being lost or misplaced."
Weekly Reports
Spoilage reports issued weekly have the same goal as daily reports, i. e., prompt
reporting for prompt action. Five of the seven weekly reports described with
some degree of fullness by authors represent the first reporting of scrap by their
companies, there being no daily reports. With weekly reporting enter the elements of (1 ) comparison of scrap generated against a prior period, cumulative figures or some standard measure, (2 ) preparation for organized consultation on spoilage matters, and (3) presentation of cost data in more instances
than not. Another consideration which comes into focus is cost of rework. In
quantitative reports, whether daily or weekly, it is not always clear whether or
not all rejects, or only scrapped rejects, are included in the tabulation. Reporting of reworked items separately as their attendant cost is available makes
its appearance in weekly reporting.
The following headings and initial detail show how a pair of weekly reports
in quantities only is framed primarily for committee deliberation. (The right hand report details the first line on the left -hand report) :
Weekly Scrap Summary

Parts with Un favorahle Variance

Part
Quantity
Percent
No. Inspected Scrapped Actual Std
5408
1000
5520 20000
5684 20000
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120
1200
400

12
6
2

6
4
5

Part No. 5408
% of
Operation Cause Quantity Total

Molding Crazed
Lubricant
(etc.)
Total

5

4

10

8

120

100
19

I

( 1
010
ASSEM,
NUMBER

Weekl y Scr ap Su mmar y R ep , "

COST AC COUNTI NG
COST CONTROL ENGI NEER
QUALI TY MANAGER
DEPARTMENT
'4 IT

NUMBER

11 1 I I

tme n t mg

(1

CHARGE

WEEK ENDING DATE

ASSEMBLY

OR

W I DGET AD APTER

1 1111

V I I I

PART

NAME

OPE R.
N0.

PEAS
CODE

WEEK
RR NT
PIECES
AMOUNT

Q

11111

OI D I

13

3. 00

60

36.00

01 0 1

16!

2. 40

12

T. 2 0

0102

183

T

0103

13

V

99 9 9 9

I1

I I I

R

1

V

J

0201

27

48.00

0201

161

IT.

100

80. 00
80. 00`

00

24

24.00

64.00

89

89. 00
113.00

1

516

269.45

1

81.00•
153

5. 25
23. 25•

1

48. 00•
999) 9

1 - 12 -57

MONTH r 0
DATE
PIECE$
AMOUNT

2.25
99988

anger

De pa r

()

13 6 .6 5
136 .65

1

'

259. A5

EXHIBIT 7

The report exemplified in Exhibit 7 shows a tabulating run of reject tickets
in a company which would seem to be set up to provide a daily report if that
were desired — "cards for each day are held until cards for the week are complete." The report includes both quantities and dollars— standard cost per
hundred pieces —and shows them for the current week and for the year to
date. The report is distributed "three working days after the close of the week."
The description which offers it stresses the importance of disclosing the dollars
involved in spoilage and points out that this "enables effort to be directed where
the most savings can be realized."
Two weekly spoilage reports of an equipment manufacturer described in text
of the related description, not only illustrate the separate reporting of scrap
and rework but also serve to introduce an emphasis on employee responsibility for spoilage, which recurs from time to time in the descriptions. The
reject tickets which show scrap as the disposition of the defective product are
tabulated on an employee sort (carried through the monthly reporting also) and
identify quantity and cost of this scrap. "If excessive scrap seems to be caused
by a particular employee, the matter is discussed with him." The emphasis is
even stronger in connection with responsibility for rework costs. "Header" cards
identifying the employee are punched from reject tickets calling for rework
and are "match- merged" with rework labor cards as they come through. "Tabulations are prepared each week, as for scrap, showing rework costs this week,
year to date and last year, by employee."
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Monthly Reports
All but a few description authors setting forth a spoilage reporting procedure
definitive in any respect, make mention of monthly reports, but their significance
varies. Also, for purposes of this summary, there seems to be no need to dwell
upon practices already encountered where they have been drawn forward to daily
or weekly use, except to note that some companies regard initial reporting on the
basis of rejection. tickets as sufficiently frequent if it is done monthly. Nevertheless, there are types of monthly reports described in or accompanying the
descriptions, which add to practice. In one direction, there are reports constructed to focus attention on the performance of individual operators, a weekly
instance of which has been noted. The company extends this to monthly reporting
and three like procedures supplied are exclusive to monthly reports. In another
direction, there are several unique monthly portrayals of spoilage, including
measurement bases.
The following summary is indicative of the contribution made to monthly
reporting by the 23 procedural descriptions:
Include practices not evident in description of daily or
weekly reporting
Illustrate emphasis on operator performance

4
4
8

Monthly reporting is
Extension of daily or weekly reporting
Substitutes for daily or weekly reporting
Discussed in limited detail
Not treated

3
3
6
3
23

Tracing Spoilage to Operators —The precise way in which scrap and rework
are associated with individuals is perhaps less significant —the data on the reject
tickets permit them to be sorted on each of many factors —than that it appears
to be done in a very thoroughgoing manner in the companies involved. It
would seem, in these cases, as if the control of spoilage lay principally in this
endeavor. Although it would be a mistake to regard these examples as affording
much, if anything, more than the facts of the particular practices they report
and although spoilage summaries by parts or departments are more numerous,
on the whole, than those by employees, the latter are presented in an exceptionally clear cut manner wMch suggests effectiveness and utility.
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In one small company, ticket "costed as jobs are completed" result in a
monthly form letter signed by the president which goes to each operator.
Blanks are filled in for the following information (sample figures are as shown
in the description) :
Dept. data: Scrap $2,000
Cost per man hour 50¢
Employee data: Scrap: 7 pcs on 5 tickets, $160, 86¢ per hour worked
Rework: 9 pcs on 7 tickets, $200, $1.08 do.
The foremen in this company receive a report arranged as shown below, the
first line incorporating the amounts given above:
Department
Scrap Caused
Employee

Pcs. Tickets

John Jones
7
James Brown 5
—etc.—

5
2

Loss
$160
100

Rework Caused
Per Hr. Pcs. Tickets Loss
$.86
.50

9
6

7
4

$200
150

Per Hr.
$1.08
1.00

These two ingredients — detail of spoilage produced by individuals and
presenting departmental spoilage in operator detail —are supplied in reports
used by the other companies stressing this side of control. The two sets of reports
are presented in Exhibits 8 and 9.
It will be observed that the information shown in Exhibit 8, like the example
given in text above, distinguishes between scrap and rework and gives figures
for costs attributable to each type of spoilage. Both of these sets of reports
provide an index to performance, one by a figure for cost per operator hour
resulting from his spoiled work —the scrapped and reworked items separately
—and the other by a percentage relationship to wages for these elements combined. In the latter case, year -to -year spoilage cost and associated percentages
are shown on the department report for each operator and the month's percentage
is shown on his individual report. Operators have been supplied with copies of
applicable reject tickets during the month and are in a position to verify quantities on their monthly reports.
In this case reflected by Exhibit 9, scrap and rework are not distinguished
and no indicator is set out. The costs are divided between "chargeable" and
nonchargeable." It will be noted that the operator record is a ledger sheet
rather than a report. Its preparation is specified as giving information needed
for the departmental reports which "develop for the factory manager the quality
of performance of the various manufacturing department@ and the men in each."
1 1
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EXCESS COST RE P O RT

C

M o n t h of

z
Machine
No .

Clo ck
Name

No .

1

68
M

xx

73

Don M a r k s
Dick Bailey

B -1 9
C -2

88
96

Ra y Va nc e
Car l Ki ng

B -25
A -1 5

Name

To m F a r m e r

No.
Pcs.

Remachi ne
1. 8 7

No.

No.
Pce.

21.92

1

Year
to date

To t al

2

1. 8 7
21.92

M o n t h of

142
Machine

Date

Description

1
8 -2 6

No.

No.

Yea r To Date
3 -1 / 4 D i m. o f f L o c a t i o n

of

Job.

Pie ces

W -7

No .

1

DE P A R T M E N T A L
Department

% of
Wa g e s

71 . 77
78.03
92.87
23.32

A -3565

S C R A P

Remachine

2%
2%
2%
1%

6 5 7 3 -1

$3.04

21

Jam es

Smith

22

John Doe

23

Wi ll iam

No .

Cost

12

3

$73. 12

Non - Ch arge able
No.

Cost
$

White
SCR AP

Wages

$402.92
405.96

10%

No.

August

1959

M o n t h s

Chargeable

Non - Ch argeable

Cost

No.

Cost

Re m a r k s

$824.12

2

3

42.15

10

176 . 25

10

221.74

5

89. 70

32
22.20

T
1

17. o f

Date

R E P O R T

M o n t h
Name

19 5 9
To

Scrap

Mo nt h

Chargeable

No .

Se pt em be r

Part
No.

4

Man

xx

Scrap

1959

EXCESS COST DATA

1

T

Se pt em be r

$ 41. 33

Review

cau ses

LED GER

� o
E m pl o ye e

Name

J o h n Do e

No.

4 -22
THESE

Reject
Date

No.

Chargeable
Costs

No nChargeable

A
Re m ar k s

Costs
7/23/59 1150

7.30

COST
1.

Undersize

TWO

PAIR

OF

EXH IBITS
SPOILAGE

MONTHLY

Show Dept.

EACH

RE P RE SEN TS

QU AN TITY - AND -

R E P O R TS

Data in O p e r a t o r

WHICH:
Detail

2. S ho w O pe r a t or D a ta i n R e j ec t D et a i l

The directing of spoilage data so pointedly to operator performance in these
three instances and the one mentioned in connection with weekly reporting suggests processes in which machining skills are involved to a high degree. It may,
therefore, be relevant to comment that the related companies are engaged in
manufacture of tools and dies, machine tools, and other industrial equipment.
Other Spoilage Reports— Stress throughout the descriptions is upon more
prompt and detailed knowledge of scrap and rework, and upon assurance that
this knowledge extends to cause and responsibilities, as well as to costs involved.
The immediacy of this approach is slightly tempered in monthly reporting, the
investigative attitude becoming a little more deliberate. Time is taken to study
trends and they are called to the attention of production management.
An example of this is afforded by Exhibit 10 in which cost per direct labor
dollar is worked by month by foremen for scrap and rework, separately and
together, with a cumplative figure for the combined rate, to the end of the
last month being reported upon. The information is also tabulated for the company as a whole. The report goes to the "plant superintendent and the factory
manager." A different measurement device is embodied in a report distributed
in another company to the "plant, manufacturing and quality control managers"
summarizing "the spoilage and salvage figures for each factory area and disclosing their percentage relationship to direct labor hours." The report takes the
following form which is repeated for each of the "areas" and the company as
a whole:
Spoilage Due to Defective Labor
Area I

Month

Direct labor hours
Salvage labor hours
Spoilage labor hours.
Spoiled material

hrs.
hrs.
hrs.
$

Percent

100

$ per dlh

(Year to date)

hrs.
hrs.
hrs.
$

100%
170

qo
$ per dlh

A company in which there is effective daily reporting of rejects uses a retrospective review of major items of spoilage to make sure that something has
been, or is being, done about them. The description author relates:
"A monthly list of rejected parts cost charges in excess of $100
is prepared for the quality control department. Each item on the list is
checked by this department to determine that corrective measures have
been taken to avoid future rejects."
Naturally enough, monthly budget performance reports distributed to departments frequently contain a cost line relating to scrap and spoilage. Although
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this is mentioned several times, it is not dwelt upon or illustrated in any of the
descriptions. However, in one instance, the scrap element of costs is carried up to
a monthly cost -of -goods sold report by jobs, in the following format:
Job
No.

Description

Costs*

Selling
price

Profit
before
scrap

Scrap
costs

Profit
after
scrap

* Over columns for labor, material, burden and total.

ACTION AND RESULTS
it is to know how much spoilage is being generated and its
Icost, greaterasimportance
attaches to assignment of responsibility for it, for
MPORTANT

the purposes of preventing its re- occurrence. Discussion of spoilage tickets and
reports has already disclosed that collection, tabulation and summary of information is susceptible of virtually limitless arrangement, reaching beyond department in- which -found data to greater particular as to parts, operations, men and
materials involved. Procedures usually provide for responsibility designation
(implication at least) in identifying and reporting spoilage. A broad view of
the results sought is given in one description:
"Responsibilities were developed as follows. Items which do not
meet specifications and can be reworked to proper tolerance are returned to the department for rework and the expenses of rework so
charged. Items which cannot be reworked to print are charged to the
responsible department as scrap. Material which proves defective
through the fault of a supplier is segregated and becomes the responsibility of the purchasing department."
A picture is thus conjured up of simple attribution of spoilage to departments
and perhaps vendors, on the basis of inspectors' fiat and accounting summaries.
This is an incomplete impression. It has been pointed out that a second inspection, jointly by quality control and production personnel, often underlies the
decision whether to scrap or rework items. Also, the responsibility itself may
be the subject of negotiation. Several procedures provide for a departmental
protest along the following lines:
"The foreman may question the propriety of the charge against
his department by filling out an 'information and disposition change
request' form. If the quality control department determines that a different department than originally shown on the reject tag is responsible, the form is completed so that the change can be reflected on the
report."
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Still further, spoilage may not be at all a matter of foreman and operator
responsibility. A wider range of possibilities exists with even greater hope of
improvement than through increased care on the production floor. In one case,
reports result in a monthly meeting "arranged by the chief cost accountant with
manufacturing management" in which:
"Suggestions to apply to the industrial or design engineers for
assistance are made and such representatives are called to the meeting
to resolve the manufacturing differences. In the case of pattern faults,
the pattern maker is invited to render assistance to adjust mould and
pouring pots. The metallurgist is made aware of improper heats.
Each member of the organization in a position to make a contribution
appears at the round table to help in remedying all losses of significance."
The device of staff meetings to give adequate attention to the spoilage which
has been reported is used in a substantial number of other instances also, sometimes among production personnel only and rather informally, sometimes on a
broader and more formal basis, as above. Two weekly meetings are described
in considerable particular in the descriptions. The first of these is called ostensibly to settle cases of disputed responsibility for spoilage, a point just touched
on, but serves a more extensive purpose through discharge of this function. As
recited in the description:
"If the source of scrap is obscure or debatable, the ticket is set aside
for decision by the scrap committee made up of heads (or representatives) of the operating department involved and of production control,
engineering, purchasing, quality and cost departments.... It cannot be
denied that determination of the source of scrap is in many cases
difficult. Department heads or their representatives are often tied up
in scrap committee meetings for considerable periods of time. However,
if scrap costs are significant, the cost of this time must be looked at
as an investment. The whole philosophy is to foster a realization of
the causes as well as the cost of .scrap by those who can do something
about it. A scrap ticket indicating a cost of $1 0 0 0 due to an engineering change order resulting in a $2 0 0 cost reduction will reverberate dramatically, and future change orders are likely to receive more and
better attention before authorization."
In the second instance, specific arrangements which contribute to the effectiveness of the meeting, called to "brain storm" over showings of weekly scrap
reports, are given:
"1.

"2.

Meetings are scheduled at a regular time each week and are limited
to 90 minutes.
A room is used where interruptions are an exception.
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"3. The cost accountant serves as the committee secretary and provides
each member with a report of the previous meeting.
"4. All members are given opportunity to express themselves on any
proposal put forth. Accepted ideas are assigned for investigation
to a member of the committee."
The description authors center attention pretty much upon spoilage as a
matter of company operations, but it is readily apparent, especially where castings
are purchased (but not restricted to this item), that defective material not
identified until partly processed is a common source of spoilage. Action which
follows portrayal of this situation in spoilage reporting is summarized by several writers. One company, if it finds "a particular run of castings more than
5 per cent defective" works with supplying foundries "to review the nature
of defects and make recommendations for improving the quality of the material."
Another company applies a vendor code to appropriate reject tickets and rework
labor tickets and prepares a monthly report by vendor along with other reports.
The author comments:
"If the costs involved are not more than a little excessive, the
figures on the report are discussed with foundry salesmen. In the
exceptional cases, the problem is discussed with higher authorities
in the foundry. In either event, we have the applicable information to
support our contentions."
What specific benefits come from improved spoilage cost control? Calculations of savings do not appear in the descriptions but assertions of proportionate spoilage cost reductions are made in a number of instances. As precise
figures, these may be used with some hesitation. As informed convictions that
spoilage control has proved worthwhile and has resulted in cost reductions
from which the companies have benefited, the percentages offered may be
accepted as of interest. The more definite representations supplied by description authors are given in the following manner:
"We estimate conservatively that our efforts to provide information
on the cost of waste and to control the flow of scrapped and defective
material have resulted in savings of 25% of our former annual cost
for these items."
"Although the new method of reporting has been in effect for only
a little over a year, loss due to spoilage has been reduced 27 %."
"Since the adoption of the procedures described, scrap losses have
been reduced by approximately 40%."
"By making individuals concerned aware of scrap costs promptly,
we figure that we have realized a saving of approximately 50%
on these costs."
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B

ooks and Journal Entries—Information for the control of spoilage cost is, so

far as the practices offered in the descriptions are concerned, generally
gathered and used before monthly entries on the books are made. Such entries for
spoilage costs are developed from the scrap tickets and reports, which underlie
but are not dependent upon closings. Little discussion is offered as to the nature
of entries, although it is clear that spoilage charges are credited to work in
process and charged either to a standard cost scrap allowance account or to
factory expense (to follow that element into production costs). A summary of
the operation of a standard cost scrap allowance account is provided in one
description:
"Scrap cost calculation becomes the basis for accounting entries which
credit inventories and charge a scrap allowance variance account.
As good products are completed, machine accounting procedures calculate the total standard scrap allowance, which is credited to this
account. Metal scrap remelted is also credited, at standard metal
cost. The net debit or credit balance reports the scrap performance
of the plant in relation to the standard allowance."
In only one or two instances is it suggested that the accounts themselves
could contain further particulars of spoilage. Nevertheless, detail scrap accounts
are not unknown, as in the case in which the following are maintained by
responsibility, the monthly scrap reports being journal entry detail:
1. Created in operating department in which discovered
2. Responsibility of prior operating departments

Responsibility of production planning department 3. Current production
4. Obsolescence
Created by engineering change order
5. Customer request
6. Re- design to meet specifications
7. Product improvement
8. Cost reduction
9. Responsibility of purchasing.
Throughout this report reference has been made to the costing of spoilage
and mention of book entries again raises the question of how this cost is made
up. It should first be stated that few description authors give attention to this
matter. Those who do so specify in most instances that material, labor and
burden to the stage of completion are regarded as the elements of cost of parts
scrapped. This is true of the company for which operation of the scrap allowance
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variance account has been given above. A specific procedure in costing reject
tickets, follows:
"Material cost, for scrap only, is determined by extending the
net weight of the part by the material purchase price. Labor is costed
by extending the hourly rate of each employee who worked on the part
by his hours, including the operation on which it was rejected. Overhead is applied as a percentage of labor dollars."
However, it is not declared that the full cost values set forth above are
entered in the accounts. Another company, accumulating scrap reports and
journal entry support at the same time, includes in cost only "manufacturing
labor, assembly labor, and material." The absence of overhead may be because
the scrap amount is itself destined to be charged to burden.
Physical Control —The handling of spoiled work is not neglected by descriptions authors as an operating matter, but it is not stressed as an accounting
matter. Few writeups fail to indicate that procedure provides for seeing that
rejects to be reworked are put back into the production sequence promptly and
that items to be scrapped or returned to vendors are also promptly routed. It has
been pointed out that reject ticket distribution relates to this type of control. On
other hand, the descriptions deal only exceptionally and briefly with the verification of physical spoilage volume through reconciliation with production
quantities. Nor does it appear to be common to set up a spoilage inventory for
control of rejected items. Nevertheless, both of these approaches are reported.
A company in which metal, plastic and polystyrene parts contribute to spoilage takes control measures to assure that all are reported, and that additional
"floor sweepings'' are taken into account. Of the metal parts, it is simply required that they be routed to a scrap area, it being prohibited to discard them
in waste baskets or trash cans (violations reported by janitors). However, plastic
parts are returned to vendors for grinding back to raw stock. The department is
required to list these parts and the list is verified by reconciliation between parts
and finished units produced. To avoid mixing polystyrene scrap, apparently
without value, with metal scrap, it is destroyed in operating departments but,
again, "the supervisor submits a list to the salvage area for inclusion in the
weekly scrap report. This list is checked by comparing stock withdrawals against
finished units." Control is completed by periodical tests of a week's duration, in
which scrap yield from floor sweepings is related to estimated monthly expense
write -off for them.
A "diversion inventory" of rejected parts, priced at cost through the operation at which discovered, is maintained by another company, utilizing its tabulating facilities for this purpose.
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William J. Fox, Hartford
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W. Duncan Reid, Seattle
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H. W. Evans, Jacksonville
Arthur M. Bowker, Jr., Southern Maine
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Joseph D. Liptak, Louisville
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John R. Lyle, Nashville
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PREVIOUS REPORTS I N THE SERIES
1. Controlling and Accounting for Supplies

June, 1955

2. Planning, Controlling and Accounting for Maintenance
November, 1955
3. Modifying the Calendar to Meet Business Needs
4. Accounting for Returnable Containers
5. Speeding Up Interim Closings and Reports

June, 1956
January, 1957
March, 1958

6. Serving Sales Through Planning of Production and Inventory
January, 1959
7. The Capital Expenditure Control Program
8. Cost Improvement for Profit Improvement

March, 1959
October, 1959

9. Reports Which Managements Find Most Useful February, 1960
10. Separating and Using Costs as Fixed and Variable June, 1960
11. Applying Accruals and Deferrals to Interim Earnings
April, 1961
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